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2018.06.24 · Incoming search terms:Ultrastructure of the secretory
portion of the peribranchial gland of Octopus vulgaris is altered by social

experience. Octopus vulgaris is an eusocial mollusc in which male
individuals have one or more female cohabitants. The purpose of the

present study was to investigate the gross, histological and ultrastructural
features of the secretory portion of the peribranchial gland

(peribranchial gland duct) of male octopods from three colonies (the
middle and the surface of one male octopus), with different social

experience levels: The first colony consisted of one female and two male
octopuses in a large (7,000 L) and a smaller (1,250 L) aquarium. The

second colony consisted of one male and four females. The third colony
consisted of two males and 12 females. The results showed that the

peribranchial gland ducts of octopods from the three colonies were filled
with numerous secretory cells, and had a similar gross structure. In all

the colonies, the cells were filled with dark granules and rough
endoplasmic reticulum, and contained few vacuoles and secretory
vacuoles. The two types of peribranchial gland ducts between the

incipient males and females were also well developed and filled with
numerous secretory cells. However, the highly developed secretory
portion of peribranchial gland duct between the cohabiting males of

colony three had secretory cells that were fewer in number, containing
fewer granules and fewer secretory vacuoles. It is concluded that the

secretory portion of the peribranchial gland is more highly developed in
octopods from colony three than in octopods from colony one. It is also
likely that the secretory cells are larger in size and more active in colony

three than in colony two.Interaction of uncoated and coat-coated
polystyrene particles with mammalian cells. The effect of different
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surfaces on the toxicity of polystyrene particles was evaluated by direct
interaction with and following internalization by human fibroblast and

embryonic kidney cells. Particles with different surface properties
(coating and purity) and concentration were evaluated for cytotoxicity.

Although adherence to the extracellular matrix occurred to a greater
extent for uncoated particles, internalization of uncoated polystyrene
latex increased as particle concentration increased. Both uncoated and

coated polystyrene
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